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Josh is ready to set up his course
website. He has collected the
documents he wants to make available
for his students

When Josh logs in to the LMS for the first
time, the screen he sees is mostly empty,
with the only obvious option being
creating an announcement

He is trying to figure out how to add
content and navigation to his course

when clicking on the small plus sign,
there is a list of available options

Josh is reading the options and trying to
figure out which one meets his content

Josh resorts to experimenting with the
various options and settings to see which
one is the closest to what he had in mind

Loggin In for the first time First impression Poking Around Control Panel - no obvious st… Reading the Options Experimentation

Josh is excited to set up his course, after he logs in successfully to the course websiteOnly one call to action - "Add Announcement". Josh is confused . Where to go from here?Looking Around. There is a link to "Control Panel" - that's promising. Let's try thatControl Panel - no obvious next step, however, there is a "Blackboard Help for Instructors" function at the very botom of the list nested under "Control Panel"No Help Available, where to go from here? A small plus sign in the corner may bring the solution. What happens if we click on it?List of options prompts Josh to experiement with the various options

Josh is excited to set up his
course, after he logs in
successfully to the course
website

Only one call to action - "Add
Announcement". Josh is
confused . Where to go from
here?

Looking Around. There is a
link to "Control Panel" - that's
promising. Let's try that

Control Panel - no obvious
next step, however, there is a
"Blackboard Help for
Instructors" function at the
very botom of the list nested
under "Control Panel"

No Help Available, where to go
from here?
Going back to the original LMS
site

A small plus sign in the corner
may bring the solution. What
happens if we click on it?

List of options prompts Josh
to experiement with the
various options
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